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The most recent vacancies for
foreign countries are displayed
daily.n Contents Kuwait Qatar
United Kingdom Bahrain Saudi

Arabia UAE. To help you find the
right job for you, we have created

this list of the latest and best jobs for
foreign nationals that can be found

on our website. Also, we may
already have something suitable for
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you. n Vacancies - View all open
vacancies - For foreign specialists
Goods and services 8000 rub. per
month Negotiating with clients,

confident PC user, basic knowledge
of MS Office programs, 1C:

Enterprise. Search for new clients,
consultations with clients. Control of

receivables and payables, payroll.
Interaction with the company's

personnel, monitoring the
implementation of established plans,
tasks and KPIs. Work experience of
at least 1 year. Implementation of the

sales plan for the number of items
sold. English (reading and writing) at
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least intermediate Compliance with
sanitary standards and safety

requirements. Opening/closing the
store, participating in the inventory,

receiving customers. A health
certificate is a must. Work in a

network hypermarket (more than 50
stores). Opportunities for

professional development: -
continuous improvement training; -

participation in the international
system "Prospero", focused on
increasing labor productivity; -

corporate training; - career; - salary -
salary + bonus, % of sales. Goods

without accompanying
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documentation: - sausages, semi-
finished meat products, dairy

products, etc. - canned food, dairy
ingredients, etc. Purchase of food,

contact lenses, disinfectants,
consumables. Knowledge of the

basics of merchandising, display and
sales skills. Higher education
(preferably pharmaceutical or

medical, cashier skills are welcome);
- knowledge of cash registers, POS-

terminals; - focus on results,
responsibility, activity; - experience
in a similar position; - Knowledge of

the basics of warehouse and intra-
economic office work. Mutual
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understanding with warehouse staff,
ability to work in a team; knowledge
of PC, programs 1C. Reception of

goods on the trading floor,
placement on racks, control of
expiration dates, checking and

placement of packages, accounting
for the quantity of goods, the state of

packaging, registration of
consignment notes. Assistance with

merchandising, organizing the
publication of
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